
Wonder in every drop





Water is one of the key elements for the 

successful outcome of all the tasks we carry out 

daily in the kitchen: Nobili Sorgente systems will 

provide delicious, pure water, chilled at the ideal 

temperature or with the addition of just the right 

amount of carbonation. Moreover, hanks to the 

energy-efficient water heater, you can enjoy instant 

boiling water, reducing preparation time. Sorgente 

is a conscious, modern and sustainable choice that 

is going to allow you to get rid of single-use bottles 

from your daily routine: for over 70 years Nobili is 

driven by the passion to combine the wonder of 

water with the elegance of design and  technical 

excellence of each of its taps. 

Transform
the water from your
mains!





Running water and four types of filtered water: 

room temperature, chilled, sparkling chilled and 

instant boiling water at 99 °C.

Running water and three types of filtered water: 

room temperature, chilled and sparkling chilled.

Running water and instant filtered boiling water at 

99 °C.

Running water and filtered still water at room 

temperature.
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Filtra
The wonder
of natural

drink
a
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Choosing a mixer equipped with a filtration system 

allows you to get rid of disposable bottles from 

your daily routine: you no longer have to load or 

move heavy weights to have fresh, purified water 

at hand at any time. You can forget about needing 

storage space for bottles and you’ll be able to save 

time required to stock up on your water supplies. 

The five layers of the BWT Zinc + Magnesium filter 

trap odours, flavours and any unwanted substances 

in the water mains. Additionaly, the water is 

supplemented with Magnesium and Zinc, which 

delivers the perfect combination of minerals and 

trace elements that are essential for the health of 

any family member.

practicalitysustainability

healthtime





let's
drink moreSo,
water!
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Right knob: delivery of running water 

Sorgente Filtra turns water from the water mains 

into purified water with a fresh and natural flavour, 

removing any taste-altering substances such as 

chlorine and heavy metals (copper, lead or nickel).  

Thanks to the five layers of filtration, even the 

finest particles are removed, without taking away 

essential minerals and leaving the water perfectly 

balanced. The separate internal ducts allow you to 

choose the type of water you want at any time: the 

knob on the left dispenses natural filtered water 

at room temperature, while the knob on the right 

dispenses mixed running water. Some models are 

fitted with a practical pull-out hand shower, which 

comes in very handy at the sink.

Left knob: delivery of filtered water

running waterFiltered water and





wherever you like!
Water...





Endless
 tasty
recipes

To stay healthy, constant physical exercise 

accompanied by a wholesome diet is essential. It 

is equally important to drink plenty of water and 

stay hydrated. With Sorgente Filtra, you can create 

endless tasty and healthy recipes using your tap 

water, delivering a variety of beneficial effects on 

both body and mind.

Detox water 
redcurrants and blackberries

1 lt Filtered water
150 gr Fresh redcurrants

150 gr Blackberries
10 Mint leaves

1/2 Lemon
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AQA drink Zinc + Magnesium BWT filter gives 

tap water the perfect combination of minerals 

(Magnesium) and trace elements (Zinc). Magnesium 

is a very important mineral for our well-being: it 

keeps us fit and healthy for dynamic day-to-day life, 

stimulates the cardiovascular system, boosts mental 

ability and plays a key role in our nervous system, 

helping us relieve everyday stress. The addition 

of Zinc adds freshness to the water, supports the 

immune system and has a positive effect on skin 

and hair, contrasting the negative effects of free 

radicals. The BWT filter also provides optimal 

protection against limescale: the result is pure, 

refreshing and tasty water for hot and cold drinks.

Wellness
and freshness
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1. AQA drink Zinc + Magnesium BWT filter, 650 litres capacity (22 °f), size H 360 mm - ø 88 mm

2. Filter capacity control flow meter 

2.

1.



Bolle
The wonder

a hotcuppa...of
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Sorgente Bolle is a real help in day-to-day domestic 

life: to cook a plate of spaghetti in record time, to 

make a cup of tea or herbal tea on the fly after a 

cold day outdoors, to blanch vegetables while 

retaining their colour and organoleptic properties, 

to sanitize a baby's bottle, and much more... It's 

wonderful to turn on the mixer and have boiling 

water instantly, so you don't have to wait for it 

to boil. The high-efficiency water heater, has a 

capacity of approximately 4 litres, which is ideal for 

most preparations. It's located underneath the sink 

and leaves enough free space to store tools and 

accessories inside the cabinet, making it very tidy 

and well-organised. 

cook blanch

sanitize ... and much more!





I'm so hungry...
how long until
the pasta's 
ready?



my dear!
In bita 



the
cooking time!

99 °C
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and
turn!

Pull

Sorgente Bolle is available in an electronic or 

mechanical version: in the electronic models, the 

boiling water dispensing (indicated by the red LED 

ring lighting up) begins and remains active as long 

as you press the knob, stopping when it is released 

to avoid accidental contact with high temperature 

water. Even with the mechanical version safety is at 

the highest level: the "Child-lock" system (patented 

by Nobili) allows the device to be operated only 

through a combined movement of pulling and 

turning the knob, making that operation extremely 

complicated for a child. Both versions feature the 

“Pot filler” function which allows continuous hands-

free boiling water dispensing.

"Child-lock" system patented by Nobili Opening boiling water supply

Electronic
or mechanical ?
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The join between the Gioia filter and the 316 L stainless 

steel water heater is the perfect combination. In 

addition to protecting your water heater from 

corrosion and limescale build-up, the Gioia filter 

improves the taste of your water: through its 5 

filtration stages, it reduces the presence of heavy 

metals and eliminates any harmful substances, 

including certain microplastics, maintaining the 

proper mineral balance and a neutral pH of water. 

The pressurised 316 L stainless steel water heater, 

equipped with a safety valve and with a capacity 

of approximately 4 litres, heats and maintains the 

water at a constant temperature of 103 °C, allowing 

the mixer to dispense water at 99 °C.

The perfect
combination
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1.

2.

3.

4.

1.  316 L stainless steel water heater, 4 litres capacity, size H 340 mm - ø 229 mm

2. Gioia 5-stages filter, 1.700 litres capacity (18 °f), size H 295 mm - ø 100 mm

3. Filter capacity control flow meter (optional)

4. Electronic connection box (included in the electronic version)



The wonder
of chilled

sparkling
and

Frizza
 water...
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Running water
The water from the water mains is normally 

controlled and safe, but you can have much more.

Filtered water, room temperature
Water purified from any taste-altering substances 

with a fresh and natural flavour.

The water...
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Filtered water, chilled
Up to 16,5 litres/hour of chilled filtered water at a 

temperature between 4 and 10 °C.

Filtered water, chilled, sparkling
Up to 1,2 litres, instantaneously, of chilled sparkling 

water at a temperature below 5 °C.

you have alwayswanted!



Brrr...

That s cold...
4 °C
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Managing the Sorgente system is easy and 

straightforward thanks to the Nobili Sorgente App, 

connected to the mixer tap via Bluetooth interface: 

it allows you to set the temperature, the degree 

of carbonation of the water and even to dispense 

a specific amount and also check the remaining 

capacity of consumables.

Um...
How

fizzy?







Thousands of

in your glass!bubbles...
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Take care yourselfof

Sorgente Frizza instantly dispenses mixed running 

water and three types of filtered water: room 

temperature, chilled and chilled sparkling. The device 

holds within itself a 425 gr CO₂ canister (capable 

of dispensing up to 60 litres of sparkling water 

and compatible with most spare parts commonly 

found on the market) that adds the desired degree 

of carbonation to the filtered water, and the Gioia 

filter, which through its 5 filtration stages purifies 

it by reducing the presence of heavy metals and 

removing harmful substances, protecting the device 

from corrosion and limescale build-up while also 

enabling the purification and maintenance of the 

mineral balance of the water dispensed.
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1.

1. Sorgente Frizza device (minimum installation requirements L 30 x D 55 x H 49 cm)

Inside the device:

- Gioia 5-stage filter, 1.700 litres capacity (18 °f), size H 255 mm - ø 95 mm

- 425-gram CO₂ canister, size H 358 mm - ø 60 mm



&
Bolle

Frizza



Bolle The wonder
of momentus...a

for



I'm your

Sous chef!



Sous chef!
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Plenty of functions...

White led: stand-by
The white led on the left-hand knob indicates that 

the mixer is on and working properly, in stand-by 

mode, awaiting your selection of the 

desired type of water. 

Blue led: filtered water
Turn the knob and the colour changes to blue: the 

mixer is ready to dispense filtered water, 

at room temperature (press the knob once) 

or chilled (press twice).
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one tap!just

Green led: sparkling water
The green light indicates that the mixer is ready 

to dispense filtered chilled sparkling water: the 

amount of CO2 present in the water can be 

customised using the Nobili Sorgente App.

Red led: boling water
The red light indicates the mixer is in filtered 

boiling water mode: dispensing begins and remains 

active as long as you press the knob, stopping 

when it is released.



Caring and maintaining the Nobili Sorgente system 

is quick and easy: the front panel, holded by a 

magnetic system, allows the opening with a simple 

gesture. The LED indicators on the device allow 

you to keep the operating status under control: no 

special equipment or skills are required to take care 

of the Sorgente System.

Quick
easy!and





a tea!
... let's have



for me!

No!Aspritz
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Sorgente Frizza & Bolle is the All-in-One system 

designed to dispense instantly mixed running 

water, boiling water at 99 °C and three types of 

filtered water: room temperature, chilled and chilled 

sparkling. The devide is quick and easy to install: 

it does not necessarily require the intervention of 

specialised personnel and does not force you to 

revolutionise the area underneath your sink. The 

device combines everything you need keeping the 

footprint compact and allowing tree space inside 

the cabinet: it fits in a compartment as small as 30 

cm wide as it does not require ventilation on the 

sides but only in the back. With a little space you 

will have a complete, high-performance appliance. 

All Onein
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1.

1. Sorgente Frizza & Bolle device (minimum installation requirements L 30 x D 55 x H 49 cm)

Inside the device:

- Gioia 5-stages filter, 1.700 litres capacity (18 °f), size H 255 mm - ø 95 mm

- 425-gram CO2 canister, size H 358 mm - ø 60 mm



It s technological

It s wonderful It s sustainable

It s efficient

Because you can have the water you have 

always dreamed of directly from your 

kitchen tap. 

Why choosing

filtration system? a Nobili

Because it is a conscious choice that 

contributes to reducing the usage of plastic 

bottles. 

Because it significantly reduces 

the time spent on preparing 

food and hot beverages.

Because through a dedicated app, 

it allows to control 

all the system functions. 



It s practical

It s compactIt s guaranteed

It s convenient

Because

Because Nobili products are made with the 

best materials and tested to high standard 

quality levels.   

Because it allows you to save money on the 

purchase of bottled water by improving the 

water from your local water supply.

Because it allows you to have an integrated 

system to get the water you need in very 

little space. 

Because it is low maintenance 

and does not require any specific skills 

to be carried out.

you need!
allthat s



FL96824/3VBCR
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

AQ93823/3VBCR
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV129133/3VBCR
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV129117/3VBCR
Mechanical dual-lever 
pull-out hand shower,
Cromo polished

FL96824/3VBBM
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Mora matt

AQ93823/3VBBM
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV129133/3VBIX
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Inox brushed

LV129117/3VBIX
Mechanical dual-lever 
pull-out hand shower,
Inox brushed

FL96824/3VBGUP
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Grafite brushed PVD

AQ93823/3VBGUP
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Grafite brushed PVD

LV129133/3VBBM
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV129117/3VBBM
Mechanical dual-lever 
pull-out hand shower,
Mora matt

FL96824/3VBGTP
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Ambra brushed PVD

AQ93823/3VBGTP
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Ambra brushed PVD

FL96824/3VBRTP
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Argilla brushed PVD

AQ93823/3VBRTP
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Argilla brushed PVD

LV0K133/HTCR
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV0K133/HTIX
Mechanical dual-lever, 
Inox brushed

LV0K133/HTBM
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV0K123/HTCR
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV0K123/HTIX
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Inox brushed

LV0K123/HTBM
Mechanical dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV0K133/EHTCR
Electronic dual-lever,
Cromo polished

LV0K133/EHTIX
Electronic dual-lever,  
Inox brushed

LV0K133/EHTBM
Electronic dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV0K133/EHTGTP
Electronic dual-lever,  
Ambra brushed PVD

LV0K123/EHTCR
Electronic dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV0K123/EHTIX
Electronic dual-lever,  
Inox brushed

LV0K123/EHTBM
Electronic dual-lever,  
Mora matt

Included in the set
Filtro AQA drink 
Zinc + Magnesium BWT,
Filter capacity control 
flow meter

Included in the set
Gioia filter,
Water heater system

Sorgente Filtra is the range of mixers that allows separate dispensing of filtered 
water. It is supplied with the AQA drink Zinc + Magnesium BWT filter and a practical 
flowmeter with an (indicator) monitor to keep under control the remaining filter 
capacity. 

FILTRA Sorgente Bolle delivers hot and cold running water and instant boiling water at 99 
°C, allowing you to save time during all the kitchen activities requiring water at this 
temperature. The high-efficiency boiler has a capacity of 4 litres and is combined with 
the Gioia filter. Mixers are available both in a mechanical and in an electronic version. 

BOLLE



LV0K133/EFRCR
Electronic dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV0K133/EFRIX
Electronic dual-lever,  
Inox brushed

LV0K133/EFRBM
Electronic dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV0K133/EFRGTP
Electronic dual-lever,  
Ambra brushed PVD

LV0K117/EFRCR
Electronic dual-lever 
pull-out hand shower,
Cromo polished

LV0K117/EFRIX
Electronic dual-lever
pull-out hand shower,
Inox brushed

LV0K117/EFRBM
Electronic dual-lever
pull-out hand shower,
Mora matt

Included in the set
Device with filter and 
chilling-carbonating 
system

Nobili Sorgente App
It is also possible to 
control the device via 
the dedicated app

Sorgente Frizza delivers instantly hot and cold running water and three types of 
filtered water: room temperature, chilled and sparkling chilled. Thanks to the Nobili 
Sorgente app, it is possible to choose the temperature and the amount of CO₂ in 
the water, as well as to monitor the status of the system.

FRIZZA

Included in the set
Device with filter, 
chilling-carbonating 
and heating system

LV0K133/AIOCR
Electronic dual-lever,  
Cromo polished

LV0K133/AIOIX
Electronic dual-lever,  
Inox brushed

LV0K133/AIOBM
Electronic dual-lever,  
Mora matt

LV0K133/AIOGTP
Electronic dual-lever,  
Ambra brushed PVD

Sorgente Frizza & Bolle is the All-in-One system capable of dispensing instantly 
hot and cold water, boiling water at 99 °C and three types of filtered water: room 
temperature, chilled and sparkling chilled. The device can be managed and set 
through the Nobili Sorgente app. 

FRIZZA & BOLLE

Nobili Sorgente App
It is also possible to 
control the device via 
the dedicated app
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